Introducing MEDIVista

By seamlessly integrating hospital, clinical and administrative systems and securely delivering them to the patient’s bedside, Lincor helps create the hospitals of the future by improving the patient experience and positively impacting patient outcomes. It also provides hospitals with the ability to cut costs and improve care through the introduction of new workflow efficiencies that allow hospital staff to work smarter while minimising risk.

MEDIVista™ is a powerful, secure, integrated content, services and application delivery platform that has been specifically engineered to provide reliable point of care computing within the challenges and constraints of the hospital IT environment. Its many features and capabilities have been designed to improve the patient experience, provide secure access to patient data at the time it is needed and drive new work practices that improve the quality and safety of care, while cutting waste.

Lincor is a full service provider and we design and deliver a solution that is right for your environment. The power and flexibility of the MEDIVista platform means that it can be tailored to you – even down to the design of the screens. We work with leading hardware providers to continually deliver the highest standards of reliability and usability as well as a network of partners that provide local support.

Improve the Patient Experience

From a touchscreen device mounted by the bedside, the patient has access to a range of entertainment and communications options that help relieve boredom and keep them in touch with friends and family. It also offers improved communication within the hospital, to ensure they get the assistance they need, when they need it.

Their ongoing comfort is assured by giving them instant control of the room environment by being able to remotely control key elements such as lighting, blinds and air conditioning.

The patient experience is completed by giving them access to education and information. Educational content can be prescribed to match the patient’s condition and can provide details such as rehabilitation exercises, expected progress of treatment and information on diet and post-discharge recovery. This enhances the overall patient experience by making them more engaged and more in control of their treatment.
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Provide Access to Patient Data

MEDIVista acts as a central access point to other hospital systems that contain the up to date data that a clinician needs while treating or interacting with a patient. Using the same touchscreen terminal, a doctor or nurse can access this data via a secure login process.

This has the capability to provide access to clinical data, test results, information from other members of the care team and anything stored on other hospital systems.

This also helps improve the patient experience because staff have more time to spend with their patients rather than on administrative tasks, such as searching for records and results. It also minimizes the risk of mistakes because all decisions are based on the latest information available.

Introduce Operational Efficiencies

MEDIVista has a range of applications that help introduce efficiencies across the hospital but also help improve service to the patient.

For example, dietary Management allows the patient to order meals from their terminal that are suitable to their dietary requirements. The hospital benefits because this reduces waste and frees up staff for other duties.

The patient benefits because they can make their choice at a time that suits them and ensure that they get the food they ordered.
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